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by Frosty Hansen
President of Grace Gospel Fellowship
The esteem that Americans hold for their pastors has hit an
all-time low. According to a Gallup poll examining who we regard as the most honest and ethical person in our lives, only 47%
of Americans rated clergy highly on honesty and ethics, placing
them seventh on a list of twenty-two professions (with nurses
leading the way at 82%). The poll taken in December marked the
first time clergy had dropped below 50%, significantly lower than
the 67% trust level recorded in 1985.
What’s gone wrong? I remember when as a teen I jokingly referred to our pastor as “Pistol Pete.” The words had barely left my
mouth when I received a tongue lashing from my mother who let
me know in no uncertain terms that there would be zero tolerance
for any form of disrespect toward a man called by God to lead
His church. I was to refer to him as Pastor Peterson, and if I knew
what was good for me I would honor the man in the position.
But something’s happened causing us to notice that the pastors we once unquestioningly placed on pedestals may have faults.
Whether the blame falls on the televangelist debacles of the 80s,
multiple moral scandals that followed, or our common distrust of
all public figures, we are painfully aware that our pastors are only
human—men with feet of clay, susceptible to crumble under the
same temptations of the flesh afflicting us all.
Should that surprise us? Even the Bible presents God’s servants as persons with human frailties. Our childhood Sunday
School lessons show the super-hero side of Noah, Gideon, David
and other great men and women in the Bible. We are in awe of
their prowess, their lives and their faith. There is nothing wrong
with presenting them in this way; it is always appropriate to introduce great biblical and historical figures by their acts of bravery
and trust in God.
Yet as we dig deeper in our study of the Scriptures we begin
to discover—with the exception of Jesus Christ—the seamy side
of our Bible heroes. Though they served God gallantly, they were
humans who struggled to demonstrate a consistent walk with
God. We learn that their victories were achieved solely by the
Continued on page 2
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man who is giving and giving without opportunity to be fed
personally will quickly become a weary, spiritually dry pastor
who is unprepared for the spiritual battles that come his way.

“When a pastor begins to pour his life into a
congregation, he cannot escape without being
touched by sorrow and loss.”

Continued from page 1

grace of God and despite faltering human faith. The life stories
of these heroes testify that “we have this treasure in jars of clay to
show that this all-surpassing power is from God and not from us”
(2 Cor 4:7).
So it is with pastors. Christ has entrusted the care of His
flock into the hands of very human people. God could have
created a new order of other-worldly angelic beings to equip the
Church for ministry. But instead He chose real people to live and
walk the life of faith among us. The pastor is one of us, growing
and being built up along with the rest of the Body of Christ.

All In
The pastor is a fellow traveler and learner among us. Though
he may come to ministry following years of study, with great
knowledge of the Bible, and skills in preaching and ministry, he
does not come as a perfect package. Christ gave pastors to the
Church so that the Body would be built up “until we all come to
unity in the faith and in the knowledge of the Son of God and
become mature, attaining to the full measure of the fullness of
Christ” (Eph 4:13). The pastor is included in the “all.”
Since the “job” of our pastors is to encourage and guide us
through this maturing process, how do we as members of the
Body of Christ come alongside them in this process? Here are
some suggestions drawn from my years as a pastor and from the
experiences ministering with these men God has given as gifts to
our churches:
(1) Encourage your pastor’s spiritual growth. A survey
of 1,050 pastors indicated only 26% regularly had personal
devotions and felt they were adequately fed spiritually. Though
this may seem shocking, it shouldn’t be surprising when 90%
indicated they were frequently fatigued or worn out from the
many responsibilities and constant pressures of ministry. A

We see examples in the life of the Lord Jesus in which He
pulled away from the demands of heavy ministry to rest and
pray. He encouraged His disciples to do the same. Communion with the Father was important to Jesus, so He made it a
priority to continually carve out time to find spiritual refreshment. Our pastors need this all the more.
The church can be proactive in providing opportunities
for the pastor to find spiritual refreshment. A monthly personal retreat day would allow him to step away from the routine
and demands of ministry for extended time alone with the
Lord. Encourage him to make this a priority, dedicating a full
day of his work schedule each month to pull away from the
demands of ministry for his own personal spiritual nourishment.
(2) Show him that his family is important. It’s not always
easy to find the right balance between being a good dad and
shepherding a congregation. Since the pastor works weekends
and often has a Bible study, meeting or counseling sessions in
the evening, he needs to be creative in finding time to spend
with his school-age children. He knows that if he doesn’t get
the balance right, it could hurt his ministry or – even worse –
his children may grow up resenting church.
Our family was blessed by churches which saw my family
as part of their ministry. Our four children knew they were
valued by people who were interested in their young lives, and
I was made aware that my family was a priority. When our
oldest daughter played high school basketball and had a couple of Wednesday games on the schedule, the board chairman
let me know I was expected to be at the games; someone else
could lead Bible study those nights. What a gift!
(3) Understand his hurts and grief. When Jesus stood
before the tomb of Lazarus and wept, those who witnessed
it commented, “See how He loved him!” I cannot count the
times I have heard a pastor heave a deep sigh, or have a crack
in his weak voice, or fight back tears when speaking of a
church member who has passed away; or when a family broke
up after months of counseling; or when someone has left the
church in a huff. In my heart I say, “See how he loves them!”
When a pastor begins to pour his life into a congregation,
he cannot escape without being touched by sorrow and loss.
See GGF, continued on page 17
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As we have recently held our sixty-ninth commencement ceremony and graduated the greatest number of graduates (seventy
total students from all programs) on one day in the history of our institution, we also are celebrating our 75th Anniversary. It
seems appropriate, with Dr. Dale DeWitt’s insights on J.C. O’Hair running in the last several issues of Truth, to include comments gleaned from an old school paper called “Tower Times,” after Tower House which the College inhabited for many years
in Milwaukee, WI, prior to its moving to Grand Rapids, MI in 1961.

The school’s publication archives reference a “First Issue of TRUTH
Magazine in May 1950,” which makes Truth sixty-four years old and the
longest running, dispensational periodical in America (without interuption,
and possibly with the exception of Berean Searchlight). Tower Times became
a departmental feature in Truth, as did a mission newsletter with reports on
field operations from Worldwide Grace Testimony (now known as Grace Missions International). And Grace Gospel Fellowship, although not considered
a department in the early years of Truth, was allotted sufficient space to
report budget items and officer appointments and conference dates.
It is noteworthy to read of the interactions of the pastors, business leaders, and missionaries in their endeavors as early Grace believers to propagate
the message of Grace, while determinig how best to educate future leaders to
do the same. God has certainly used a host of godly men committed to Him to
work His will on behalf of this ministry. Grace Bible College ( formerly Milwaukee Bible Institute and College) has a long, rich history of God’s blessing
and preservation. Today, our core value of a “Grace Theological Position”
is one of the pillars which makes Grace Bible the distinctive college that it is,
was, and always will be.
The individuals mentioned in the following material certainly were the
catalyst for beginning Grace Bible College, which has become one of the
leading Bible Colleges in America today, thanks to that strong foundation
constructed from 1939-1950 which this article from the archives describes.
The article is reprinted in its entirety with the tone and language preserved.
Enjoy and thank God for His mighty work beginning seventy-five years ago
and ongoing today!

Ken B. Kemper, Fifth President of Grace Bible College
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Tower Times
- From the First Issue of TRUTH Magazine, may 1950 Ordinarily this department will contain news of the Milwaukee Bible Institute and its graduates. However, this being
the first issue of Truth, we want to acquaint our readers with the
history, affiliation, and aim of the school. Although those who are
supporting the work with their prayers and gifts are quite familiar
with all this, we feel that the majority are not and thus we risk
censure for repeating in order to make these things known to a
wider circle of friends.
The Milwaukee Bible Institute is related historically to several
different movements. In 1921, largely through the instrumentality of Mr. T.R. Huston, a Christian businessman of Milwaukee,
the Wisconsin Fundamental Bible Conference Association was
organized for the purpose of bringing fundamental, premillennial
Bible instruction to the Christians of Milwaukee.
Some years later, Pastor J. C. O’Hair of Chicago—already
greatly used of God in bringing dispensational truth to the foreground in this country—was brought to Milwaukee to teach a
weekly Bible class which was an outgrowth of this Conference
Association. Then in 1932, Pastor Charles F. Baker was called to
direct the work. In 1939, the long-felt need for a more systematic
Continued on page 4

Continued from page 3

type of training resulted in the organization of
the Evening School of Milwaukee Bible Institute.

during 1945-46 as a women’s dormitory, and also
provided classroom space. In 1946, a three-story
brick house at 1936 West Wells street was purchased for additional dormitory space.

In the same year in Chicago, a missionary
organization—the Worldwide Grace Testimony—came into being. An increasing number of
pastors were coming to see the necessity for the
preaching and teaching of the Word of God,
rightly divided, both at home and on the mission field. Believing that the cure for all of the
religious ills and isms to be found only in the
Pauline revelation of the grace of God, they
formed a society for the support of missionaries who had taken an uncompromising stand
for the Grace Message.

Then, in 1947, a beautifully landscaped
campus of almost two acres in the 3000 block of
West State Street was acquired. Here are located
the Tower House, serving as library and administration building, and another building which
has been enlarged and remodeled to house
the classes, book store, kitchen, and cafeteria.
Adjoining the campus, at the corner of North
31st and West State Streets is a large residence
which is also used as a dormitory.
The Milwaukee Bible Institute is strictly
Undenominational, contending that inter-denominationalism can lead only to compromise. Thoughtful minds should reflect upon
the fact that there are certain important Bible
doctrines which cannot be freely discussed in
an inter-denominational Bible Institute.

By 1944, the movement had become so
widespread that a national convention was
called in Evansville, Indiana, at which the
Grace Gospel Fellowship was formed for the
furtherance of Pauline truth, and for the purpose of promoting fellowship among those
who believe the truths set forth in the doctrinal statement and of proclaiming the Gospel
of the Grace of God in this land, and through
the Worldwide Grace Testimony, throughout
the world.

Inter-denominational schools can present only the conflicting views of the various
denominations on such controversial subjects,
for example, as water baptism, but obviously
they cannot give positive instruction. Think of
the sad effects this is bound to have upon the
spiritual leadership of tomorrow. If the student
does not learn the truth about such subjects,
how can he teach the truth about them?

Almost immediately the need was voiced Top: College department heading appearing in
for a training school for pastors, missionaries, first issue of Truth Magazine.
Bottom: Cover photo of first Truth . A Tower
and Christian workers, which would be free
photo was featured exclusively during the next
from denominational prejudice and which
eleven years of its publication.
would be unfettered in teaching the Gospel
of the Grace of God, and all of the truth for the Body of Christ.
The aim of the Milwaukee Bible Institute is to produce
Since the Milwaukee Bible Institute was already organized and
Christian workmen who “need not to be ashamed,” who can rise
standing for these truths, the Grace Gospel Fellowship and the
to meet the present emergency in the Church and in the world.
Worldwide Grace Testimony jointly agreed to give their backing
The Institute is founded upon the Scriptural fact that there is but
to this school. This wider support made possible the addition of
one Church, the Body of Christ, and that all true believers in
new faculty members and the opening of a full day school in the
Christ, regardless of denominational affiliations, are fellow-memfall of 1945.
bers of that body.
During the 1945-46 session there were fourteen students
Recognizing, however, the division and confusion in the
from eight states enrolled. Several of these were advanced students, making it possible to graduate two at the first commenceChurch today, even among true believers, the Milwaukee Bible
ment and two at the second commencement. The enrollment
Institute emphasizes that body of doctrine which alone can bring
jumped to over forty during 1946-47 and to fifty-four during
true unity—the revelation of our glorified Lord to and through
the Apostle Paul.
1947-48, and to seventy during 1948-49.
Along with this growth God has graciously provided more
and more building facilities. The first property to be acquired was
a large three story house at 3110 West Wells street, which served
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Seeing to keep and to promote the unity of the Spirit, as
outlined in Ephesians 4:1-6, the Institute adopts as its policy: In
essentials, unity, in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, charity.

Doing the Things of God
Remembering the Life of Joe Watkins
1933 - 2014
immediately began developing a Bible school to train pastors,
while Vernon continued with the field work. In mid-1959, the International Grace Bible School opened on the island of Mindanao
in the southern Philippines with Joe as the director.

“Those things, which ye have both learned, and received, and
heard, and seen in me, do: and the God of peace shall be with
you” (Phil 4:9). Apostle Paul told Timothy to pass on what he had
been taught to faithful men who would also be qualified to teach
others. Joseph Watkins powerfully demonstrated these traits as
he invested his life in doing the things of God. Joe was born December 11, 1933, into a Christian family and grew up in Mobile,
Alabama. He trusted in Christ at age eighteen. After marrying
Pauline, Joe heard the call of God to enter the ministry. His first
trip out of Alabama was on the drive to Milwaukee Bible College
in 1955. The rest of his life had a single purpose—to bring the lost
to saving faith in Jesus Christ.
On January 8, 1956, an event occurred which fired the
passion for mission in the hearts of thousands of young American
men and women. While seeking ways to share the gospel with a
tribe of Ecuadorian Indians, five missionaries had been speared to
death. When Joe and Pauline heard this news, they immediately
answered the call to mission.
Joe became a founding board member and missionary of
Things to Come Mission (TCM). During the next two years he
helped to establish the organization and principles of the new
mission while completing Bible college. In 1958, TCM missionaries Vernon and Darlene Anderson arrived in the Philippine Islands and wrote to Joe, “The field is ready for harvest. Come over
and help us!” Upon graduating, the Watkins drove to California,
telling people along the way about their new ministry in the Philippines. The trip almost got canceled when a doctor would not
give Joe a clear bill of health. So Joe found another doctor who
signed his papers just hours before the ship sailed for Manila.
When the Watkins arrived in the Philippines in late 1958,
the ministry was growing rapidly with a new Grace church
planted every month and new pastors joining the ministry. Joe

Although the ministry was growing, the first years were
tough on the Watkins with the death of a young child and various
doctrinal disputes. Mission is spiritual warfare. Satan works hard
to keep the people in the “regions beyond” in the darkness of unbelief. Still in his twenties and fresh out of Bible school, Joe began
to feel the stress. So, the Watkins moved to Phoenix, Arizona in
1962 for much-needed rest. Joe Mason, director of Prison Mission
Association, asked Joe to pastor the fledgling Grace Church parttime. Joe learned much about people, churches, and ministry in
Phoenix.
After four years, the Watkins returned to the Philippines
and taught at International Grace Bible Institute. They moved to
Cebu City in 1971, where Joe directed the Philippine ministry
while establishing a Grace church, developing a printing ministry,
and forging lifelong friendships. Two that come to mind, faithful
men among many with whom Joe worked, are pastors Gerson
Bermejo and Jun Pielago—men who are pillars of the Philippine
ministry to this day.
In 1990, Joe became Executive Director of TCM when the
office was transferred to Indianapolis. While keeping TCM running smoothly, Joe also worked to establish the Grace churches
in South Africa. In 2005 Joe turned seventy-two and took the
Associate Director’s role, in which he served for nearly another ten
years. After a short illness, on June 18, 2014 Joe departed this life
to meet his Lord who he had faithfully served for fifty-eight years.
Joe was a founder and pillar of TCM. In ministry, Joe’s
unswerving focus was the preaching of the Grace message, the
planting of Grace churches and the training of Grace leaders.
His legacy lives on in 465 Grace churches in the Philippines,
hundreds of Christian workers, dozens of missionaries and three
children with their families. Joe believed that grace was not just a
doctrine to be enjoyed and believed, but a lifestyle for doing the
work of an ambassador for Christ.
Ben Anderson, Executive director of TCM
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by Jeremy Clark
Executive Director of Grace Ministries International

Paul grew up in Tarsus, lived in the region of Jerusalem, also
Damascus, and was sent by the church in Antioch to the rest
of the Mediterranean. Aquila and Priscilla departed from Italy
under duress and ended up in Greece. Aquila—actually born in
Pontus, a province about the same distance from Rome as Jerusalem—and his wife met Paul in Corinth, a city forty miles west
of Athens on the Peloponnesian Peninsula. Corinth, where the
Roman Proconsul Gallio resided, served as both the commercial
and political center of Greece, but was also a “by-word for moral
corruption and licentiousness.” 1
Corinth hardly seemed like fertile ground for recruiting
co-laborers in the gospel, but it was there that Paul found these
fellow tentmakers who continued to minister with Paul in yet
other Roman provinces. Paul took them along with him to
Ephesus and having left them there2 they found a “Jew named
Apollos, born at Alexandria, an eloquent man and mighty in the
Scriptures.” 3 Though Apollos “taught accurately the things of
the Lord,” “he knew only the baptism of John.” 4 After hearing
Apollos preach, “they took him aside and explained to him the
way of God more accurately.” 5 Paul, from one culture, invested
in Aquila and Priscilla who were from another culture, while all
three worked and lived in yet a third culture. One of the many

fruits of this relationship is that Aquila and Priscilla traveled to
Ephesus, a fourth culture, where they relied upon the instruction
they received from Paul in teaching Apollos (from yet still another
culture), so that he was able to return to the region where Corinth
was located to help in a great way “those who had believed
through grace.” 6
The fruit of cross-cultural ministry should be more cross-cultural ministry. Christians in the West have been doing cross-cultural missions a long time. Because of this, we are seeing the
kind of fruit in the twenty-first century that Paul saw in the first.
Believers are leaving their cultures to preach the gospel of Jesus
Christ in yet other cultures. One of the pillars of Vision 2023 7—
Grace Ministries International’s ten-year strategic plan—is to
recruit ten individuals or families from around the world to serve
alongside us in other countries. We recognize that we can be even
more effective in reaching the world by creating a missionary
team that looks more like the world we are trying to reach.
Inequalities exist from country to country and even within
a country. In vetoing a bill for the Second Bank of the United
States, Andrew Jackson observed in his message to Congress that,
“Distinctions in society will always exist under every just govern-

1011 Aldon St. SW, P.O. Box 9405, Grand Rapids, MI 49509; Phone: 616-241-5666, Fax: 616-538-0599; E-mail: gmi@gracem.org
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Left to right, opposite page: Joseph and Emmanuela Asong, with their
daughter; Alex and Deltha Gulart and their two children.
Above, left to right: Emiliano and Raquel Seravalli; Eric and Mercy
Mango, and son Shalom.

“Praise the Lord, He continues to raise up quality men and women from other countries and cultures to work
in partnership with GMI around the world in yet different countries and cultures.”

ment. Equality of talents, of education, or of wealth cannot be
produced by human institutions. In the full enjoyment of the gifts
of Heaven and the fruits of superior industry, economy, and virtue, every man is entitled to protection by law.” 8 No two Christians throughout this world share identical talents distributed by
the Holy Spirit as He wills,9 or has the same education experience,
or resources. However, each one of us is required to be a good
steward of the blessings and gifts the Lord has given us.
Over the past eighteen months, Grace Ministries International welcomed three couples from different parts of the world
into our GMI family. Eric Mango is a refugee from Congo and
his wife, Mercy, is from Zambia, but now they reside and serve
in Malawi. Part of Eric’s ministry is traveling to different regions
of Africa conducting both survey and ministry trips. On a recent
trip to Burundi, he conducted a four-day seminar with people he
described as having “an unusual hunger for God’s word.” Emiliano and Raquel Seravalli, from Costa Rica, are now serving in
Nicaragua, alongside their U.S. co-workers Jeff and Sally Roth
on this international team in our newest field. Carlos (from the
island of Aruba) and Denise Brunk met on the island of Curacao,
where Carlos pastored a church (no photo available). Later they
moved to Holland, where they planted another church, and now
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they are on the island of Bonaire working to establish yet another
church.
Praise the Lord, He continues to raise up quality men and
women from other countries and cultures to work in partnership with GMI around the world in yet different countries and
cultures. At the June 2014 board meeting, two more GMI Partner families were approved. Alex Gulart is Uruguayan and his
wife Deltha is Mexican. They met during a two-year missionary
venture on the Operation Mobilization boat, “Logos 2,” during
which time they served with missionaries from other countries
and together brought the gospel to many port cities throughout
the world. Having left Uruguay, they have been assigned to work
in Paraguay to begin a new work there through evangelism and
church planting. Joseph and Emmanuela Asong are from Cameroon, but have been serving alongside our GMI missionaries
in Malawi for over two years. Now that they have become GMI
Partners, they will continue to work in Malawi with missionaries
such as Bill and Sue Vinton to buttress the theological education
of the pastors and church leaders in this relatively young field.
Even while they have much work to do in Malawi, they continue
See GMI, continued on page 17

by Dr. Dale DeWitt and Bryan Ross

Editor’s Note:
We come to the final article in a series, Part Three, and what
is basically the fifth installment we have published of Dr. DeWitt’s
(and Bryan Ross’) look into the beginnings of the grace movement
in America (recalling the two-part series in Truth vol. 63). DeWitt
has been building on his premise that J. C. O’Hair is the earliest and
foremost contributor to the body of mid-Acts dispensational thought
shaping the grace theology and doctrine with which we are familiar
through contact with Grace Gospel Fellowship or Berean Bible Society.
We see O’Hair refining, clarifying, expanding his thinking on
dispensational theology. Through the late 1930s and into the 40s he
struggles with the notion that there could be two churches, a Jewish
kingdom church and a Jew-Gentile body church, coexisting during the
Acts period after Acts 13. He tackles the idea of good works expected
of believers across all dispensations.
We find that the Bullingerism label continued to be a sticking
point for O’Hair as well as others who dared question denominational
constructs. This is true for the Grace movement even today.
Notice that the numbering of footnotes is a continuation from
Parts One and Two. Also, for space considerations the appendices
will not be published in Truth but will be posted online with the entire
article sometime after the publication of Part Three.
Dr. DeWitt is working on a 1940s article to round out his informative study of O’Hair’s lifelong pamphleteering campaign and its
connection to the development of Dispensationalism in America (particularly mid-Acts Dispensationalism) and the Grace movement. Truth
is intent on publishing this material as well, however, we will insert
a brief interlude before that happens in order to “catch up” on other
topics of the day. We begin Part Three with the closing paragraphs of
Part Two, with the adopted Grace movement’s position on the origin
of the church.
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Hence, as 1936 and 1937 unfolded, both O’Hair and Baker
were stabilizing the gains of O’Hair’s critique of the “Acts 2” view,
and O’Hair was openly breaking with his attraction to the “Acts
28” view. In the 1940s, after the Worldwide Grace Testimony
mission was formed, O’Hair wrote in Pentecostalism, Bullingerism
and The Worldwide Grace Testimony:
The Worldwide Grace Testimony teaches that the dispensation of the grace of God did not begin with Peter and Pentecost, but with the Apostle Paul after Israel had rejected Christ
in resurrection . . . the [Worldwide Grace Testimony mission
teaches] that this was before Paul wrote the Epistle to the
Romans, therefore before the close of the Acts period.43
In 1945, this statement was further modified to say the church
“began before Paul wrote his first epistle.”44 This became the grace
movement’s view of the origin of the church; it remains so today.

Further Expansion and Integration of Dispensational Ideas
Amid the controversies of the 1930s, O’Hair slowly expanded
the details of his dispensational theology—a trend that continued
and grew in the 1940s. The expansions, clarifications and integrations of this period were toned or suggested by the dialogue
with Gray and Ironside. It may not be too much to think of these
enlargements as climbing to new high ground to which O’Hair
43

J. C. O’Hair, Pentecostalism, Bullingerism and the Worldwide Grace Testimony
(Chicago: J. C. O’Hair, 1939), 8.

44

J. C. O’Hair, The Accuser of the Brethren, 30.

was carried by the controversies. O’Hair sometimes used Bullingerism to exemplify how dispensational theology should not think
and work, and how it must think and work. Some later 1930s
pamphlets continued the paper war against Bullingerism and with
Ironside, Pettingill, Barnhouse and others who once spoke of the
mystery of the church as a Pauline revelation, but then seemed to
retreat. The pamphlet themes noted below come from a group of
pamphlets in which O’Hair moved from the controversies of the
mid-1930s toward increasing enrichment of his dispensational
theology with few mentions of his attackers. The more interesting
pamphlets and article are God’s Reign of Grace for the Human
Race; The Beginning and the End; The Little Word ‘Now’; Progressive Revelation; “The Out-Calling of the Gentiles”; The Kingdom of
Heaven and the Body of Christ; and The Kingdom of God.

age with Israel’s fall in repeated scenes of Jews turning away from
Christ to keep to their law—a parallel to Paul on law and grace:
“. . . the law was given through Moses, but grace and truth came
through Jesus Christ (Jn 1:17).” In John, while the Jews as a whole
reject, a few turn to Jesus. In its most pronounced form, the reign
of grace is tied to the unmerited salvation of “the others,” just as
in Paul the church is formed by a few believing Jews and many
Gentiles while unbelieving Israel turns away. O’Hair discussed
these and other Pauline-like connections of the Gospel of John
again in A Comparative Study of the Four Gospels (later 1930s),
and in more detail in The Gospel of John (1954). This view of the
Gospel of John steps over the logical limits of some dispensational
theology, including his own.

Biblical Terms for Time

The Reign of Grace
A pamphlet with expansions and integration is God’s Reign of
Grace for the Human Race. The pamphlet is a study of grace and
what is involved in a “reign of grace.” O’Hair thought certain crucial events had to happen before the random references to “grace”
in the Old Testament could become a “reign of grace” in the
current dispensation.45 For one thing, certain powers had to be
removed or replaced such as law and the “first man” (Adam). For
another, Israel had to be “set aside” before a reign of grace could
be inaugurated, not as a counterpoint to salvation by works under
law, but because Paul links grace-to-the-Gentiles with Israel’s fall
from divine favor (Rm 11). The “reign of grace” is the era of God’s
kindness to the undeserving Gentile world. O’Hair identifies its
point of origin as identical to that of the church: “To begin the
dispensation of the grace of God of Ephesians 3:13 before Acts
13:4646 is to greatly err and not know the Scriptures.” His thinking in the 1930s led him to this text and its context as the point of
the church’s origin, and led to a new view of Peter’s mission to the
Gentile Cornelius (Acts 10).
O’Hair saw grace in parts of Scripture which his theology
could have logically obscured. He took note of grace in the Old
Testament—the word itself and many texts of God’s compassion,
mercy and kindness. Against “ultra-dispensational” Bullingerism,
he stressed the reign of grace in all Paul’s epistles, not just the
Prison and Pastoral Epistles. In John’s Gospel, the power of grace
is visible in scenes featuring the limits and replacement of Israel’s
institutions, festivals and rituals, with Christ. He noted the link-

45
The term “reign of grace” comes from Romans 5:17; it recalls a book by Abraham
Booth of the same title from the seventeenth century reprinted at Grand Rapids
by Eerdmans, 1949.
46
By the later 1930s, O’Hair had probably read E. W. Bullinger’s earlier, moderate
pamphlet, The Mystery (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, c 1897), where at p. 40
O’Hair would have found the suggestion that Acts 13:46 marks the likely beginning for the church of the dispensation of grace.
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Two pamphlets from this period discuss examples of biblical
language and ideas for time and periods—an obvious interest of dispensational theology—but not in detail or coverage
even remotely close to a study like non-dispensationalist Oscar
Cullmann’s Christ and Time. Still, these pamphlets are aware of
the terms. The pamphlets are The Beginning and the End and The
Little Word ‘Now’. In The Beginning and The End O’Hair identifies some samples of biblical period or era divisions. For example,
“. . . from Adam to Moses (Rm 5:14)” is identified by Paul as a
period when there was no Mosaic law in operation, but in which
nonetheless sin reigned. Another case in point is the beginning
and end of circumcision—a period spanning Genesis 17 to the
beginning of the Gentile mission (Acts 13). Circumcision ended
when Paul released his Gentile converts from the rite along with
all other ritual elements of the Mosaic law. Needless to say, many
more terms and concepts for time are found in Scripture, especially the New Testament. Those O’Hair discusses are only selected
examples.
The Little Word ‘Now’ examines Pauline texts using this term
in its temporal sense, identifiable mostly by the use of Greek nun
or its emphatic form nuni meaning “now.” This adverb of time
occurs in Pauline mystery texts as “but now,” in texts on Israel’s
new situation, in phrases like “the Gentiles have now” obtained
mercy (Rm 11:31),” and in texts where the term is unexpressed
but which refer to a singled-out span like “the times of the
Gentiles (Lk 21:24).” At least one reconciliation passage uses
“now” for the beginning of “the reconciliation (Rm 5:10),” while
another uses “now” for the new revelation of God’s righteousness
(Rm 3:21). Such language devices identify advances or changes
in God’s plan in history and thus are of interest to dispensational
theology. There are many more such passages. O’Hair made a
small beginning in discussing a few of these terms. Biblical terms
for time, time spans, and time frameworks deserve further study
and integration into dispensational theology.
Continued on page 10

“. . . O’Hair recognized what he called Paul’s ‘confirmation ministry.’ By this he meant the gospel promised
in the prophets , is fulfilled in Christ, and proclaimed for salvation by both Paul and the Twelve.”
Continued from page 9

Progressive Revelation
How to Study the Bible Dispensationally: Progressive Revelation
(c 1930) was among O’Hair’s earliest pamphlets on the subject.
The study is mostly general at the beginning:
Christ had confirmed many of the statements made by the
prophets. He had also stated many new truths, and after His
death there were many additional truths to be revealed. . .
Can you study the Sabbath, or sacrifices, or the priesthood,
or circumcision, or sign healing of the body, or tongues, without the recognition of different dispensations in the Bible?47
Examples include the Mosaic law added after the pre-law era
(Gn 1:1-Ex 18), the Mosaic law abolished by Christ who fulfills
it, and animal sacrifice ended by Christ’s sacrifice. Progression
also appears from Jesus to Paul, within Paul’s mission itself, as
well as from Paul to the Apocalypse. The pamphlet is at or close
to the start of a trend in which O’Hair, though concentrating
on distinctions, affirms basic cross-dispensational continuities:
salvation is always by grace, and believers of all dispensations are
responsible for good works. Scofield’s first three dispensations do
not figure despite the subtitle, “Dispensational Changes.”
In a later pamphlet (c 1936-1938), Progressive Revelation and
the Dispensations of the Bible, examples are mostly from the New
Testament. Progressive revelation is visible in Paul’s thoughts on
prophecy and mystery: in its newness, the mystery reveals more
than Old Testament prophecy. While stressing the mystery of the
church as unknown to the prophets, O’Hair recognized what he
called Paul’s “confirmation ministry.” By this he meant the gospel
promised in the prophets (Is 52:7-53:12), is fulfilled in Christ, and
proclaimed for salvation by both Paul and the Twelve. He based
the apostles’ common preaching from prophecy on 1 Corinthians
15:1-11. This theme appeared in the article-pamphlet, Progressive
Revelation (1936); in related articles in Bible Study for Bereans;48
and in at least two articles in “Unsearchable Riches of Christ”49
(1941). The theme is another example of continuity across the
dispensations of law and grace.

47
J. C. O’Hair, How to Study the Bible Dispensationally: Progressive Revelation (Chicago: J. C. O’Hair, c 1931), 2.
48

Bible Study for Bereans (October, 1936).

49

J. C. O’Hair, “Unsearchable Riches of Christ” (Chicago, IL: O’Hair, 1941), pp.
64, 99; cf the discussion and references in D. DeWitt, “Essays on Ecclesiology”
(Grand Rapids: Grace Publications and Grace Bible College, 2013), pp. 57-61.
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Beside Paul’s “confirmation ministry”—still following
Progressive Revelation—is what O’Hair calls “Paul’s revelation
ministry”—the body church of the newly revealed mystery
(Eph 2:11-3:13; Col 1:24-27). Among the “mystery” passages
cited is 1 Corinthians 2:6-8, where Paul speaks of the mystery
revelation before it appears in Ephesians 3:1-13, but without
mentioning the church or body of Christ, similarly omitted
in Romans 16:25-27. The 1 Corinthians text is seldom cited
as parallel to other Pauline the mystery passages. This way of
understanding the passage is based on its nearly identical wording to the revelation language of the Ephesians and Colossians
parallels, which—unlike 1 Corinthians 2:6-16 and Romans
16:25-27—does define the mystery as the body-church.
Another case of integration in Progressive Revelation. . . is
Peter’s preaching to the Gentile Cornelius (Acts 10) and James’
later comment on it (Acts 15). He argues that the prophecies and
the gospels included Gentile subjection to Israel, as in Jesus’ words
to the Phoenician woman about Gentiles being “dogs” while the
Jews are “children” to be fed first (Mk 7:27-28). When James
(Acts 15:13-18) refers to Peter’s Cornelius mission (Acts 10), he
appeals to this prophetic order in Amos 9:11-12: first the Davidic
tabernacle is restored (Christ); then the believing Israel “remnant”
enters; and finally in consequence the Gentiles are included—a
sequence also visible or implied in Acts 3:17-26. This order of
events is not how Paul describes the way of Gentile salvation and
freedom from the law in his mission. Amos’ prophecy is about
Israel’s latter days, not about the founding of the church. For
O’Hair, Acts saw the Cornelius event as a miniature symbol of
how Gentile salvation through Israel first would work. O’Hair
repeats this explanation of Peter and James on Cornelius in “The
Out-Calling of the Gentiles.”50
O’Hair also felt compelled to explain how Jews, and one
Gentile (Cornelius and his people) converted under the “gospel
of the kingdom,” could possibly become the Jews of the Pauline Jew-Gentile church once it began in Acts 13. He could not
accept two separate churches in Acts (as did Bullinger)—a Jewish

50

Bible Study for Bereans (February-March, 1937), pp. 46-62.

“. . . O’Hair says good works are expected of believers in every dispensation. In the Sermon on the
Mount—although under the law and an expression of the law—the values of the Beatitudes closely resemble
the fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5), and Paul speaks of ‘. . . the righteousness of the law’ as ‘ fulfilled in us who
walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.’”
kingdom church existing before, separate from, and alongside
a Jew-Gentile body church. He sees that the Philippians letter
thinks of only one church at Philippi from its beginning. The
answer—perhaps his earliest use of such terms—is by a “transfer
from one church to another,”51 although he does not explain how
such a transfer worked. He takes this possibility in turn from
Plymouth Brethren writers who thought Jewish believers were
transferred into the body church at Pentecost (where they believed
it began). This “transfer” idea became a discussion in the grace
movement: Were the Twelve and other Jewish believers before
Paul “transferred” into the body of Christ when it began with
Paul? Or did two separate churches, one Jewish, the other Gentile,
continue until the former simply died out or continued in some
other form?

The Pamphlet, The Kingdom of Heaven and the Body of Christ
Another case of progress in revelation is discussed in The
Kingdom of Heaven and the Body of Christ. Matthew’s record is
about Jesus’ mission to Israel and what Matthew calls “the gospel
of the kingdom.” The kingdom of heaven is not Paul’s body of
Christ, and Jesus did not address the church since it had not yet
come into existence. Jesus’ mission and teaching were under the
law (Gal 4:4) and included special cases of healing and resuscitation. Again, in Matthew, Jesus orders the disciples not to go in the
way of the Gentiles. Later in a vision, he orders Paul to do the opposite. In Jesus’ mission to Israel there was no permanent presence
of the Holy Spirit as yet, while in Paul’s, the church’s evangelism
among the Gentiles is carried out with the permanent presence
and power of the Spirit.
But yet again, and despite the sharp contrasts, O’Hair says
good works are expected of believers in every dispensation. In the
Sermon on the Mount—although under the law and an expression of the law—the values of the Beatitudes closely resemble the
fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5), and Paul speaks of “. . . the righteous-

ness of the law” as “fulfilled in us who walk not after the flesh,
but after the Spirit.”52 For Paul the Christian person is “created in
Christ Jesus for good works” (Eph 2:10). And at the beginning of
the pamphlet O’Hair says it is “reckless and unwise” for dispensationalists to ignore Matthew and the Sermon on the Mount.53
This leads us to O’Hair’s discussion of the kingdom of God—
brief, but highly significant.

The Kingdom of God
Understanding the New Testament sense of the kingdom
of God is important to dispensational theology’s interests. In
“What Is the Kingdom of God,” a brief piece from the later 1930s
appended to The Salvation—The Baptism The Dedication of Little
Children, O’Hair appears to have started over with a fresh study
of the biblical texts rather than merely repeat Scofield’s summaries of both the kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of God. He
sees in the texts these basics: (1) “kingdom of God” has “different
aspects,” and “no one definition is adequate . . .”;54 (2) at times
“kingdom of God” and “kingdom of heaven” are synonymous;
(3) when not synonymous, “kingdom of God” has “phases” not
defined by “kingdom of heaven”; (4) in Luke the “kingdom of
God” is “at hand,” is preached by the disciples, and includes
healing; (5) at times “the kingdom” is the sphere of salvation
(Jn 3:3ff; sometimes Paul); (6) one phase of the “kingdom of
God” is not “at hand” except when Christ is on earth; (7) the
kingdom was not within unsaved Israelites, but among them
while Christ, the King, was in their midst (Lk 17:21); (8) the
kingdom will be given to Israel in the future;55 (9) one phase
of “the kingdom of heaven” is “the kingdom of Christ, Israel’s
Continued on page 12

52
J. C. O’Hair, The Kingdom of Heaven and the Body of Christ (Chicago, IL:
O’Hair, c 1937), 21.
53

O’Hair, Ibid., 4.

54

51

J. C. O’Hair, “What is the Kingdom of God?” pp. 19-26 of The Salvation—The
Baptism The Dedication of Little Children, (Chicago: O’Hair, c 1938), 19. Other
quoted phrases here are from this same short “message.”

Progressive Revelation, 49.

55
O’Hair, Ibid., 21; he suggests here that the “other nation” to whom the kingdom
will be given (Mt 21:43) is the believing disciples, but he is not entirely clear or
explicit about this.
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King, on this earth, promised by Jehovah to David”;56 (10) Jesus
“offered” the kingdom to Israel both before and after his death;
(11) the kingdom is not the church, and yet “God has a kingdom
today.” O’Hair’s thought reveals a potential new synthesis, both
similar to and different from Scofield.
A short but important piece (also a stand-alone pamphlet?)
appended to Much Water—Little Water—No Water, and related
to both the kingdom in the New Testament and O’Hair’s interest
in John’s Gospel, is The King and the Kernnel of Wheat, based on
John 12:12-31. The piece speaks to an issue raised by point (11)
above about two offers of the kingdom to Israel. In the passage,
Jesus first speaks of his kingship, then of himself as a corn of
wheat falling into the ground (death) only to bring forth fruit
(resurrection). O’Hair wants to know:
If Christ’s death was inevitable, and if, according to the
Jewish Scriptures, the Jews had to reject Him, so that he
might become the Savior of the world, we again ask the
question, ‘was Christ born to take the throne of David?’57
He answers the question—yes, but then says, “. . . had Israel received the Heir, there would have been a mutual reception.”58 Yet
the prophecies and Christ’s own words speak of God’s fixed plan
as Christ’s rejection and death for sin. O’Hair raises the question,
answers it partially, but does not resolve it. What is important is
that he saw the difficulty and raised the question. He could only
affirm that both were true. The kingdom and the question quoted
above are still discussed.

Conclusion
Through the process discussed in this article [in three parts],
the grace movement’s thorough-going and consistent dispensational theology was developing into its permanent form. In the
struggles of the 1930s, O’Hair’s opponents only partially understood him and filled in what they could not deal with by making
caricatures and parodies of his thought which unfairly set his
thinking in its worst possible light. They seem to have seen him as
a threat to the standing orders of the denominations. A fair, fulllength assessment remains to be published, although some assessments by non-sympathizers do exist, including academic theses
or dissertations. The new reformation of the church envisioned
by O’Hair did not come to pass. But the thought movement he
began in the 1920s moved through a maturing and stabilizing
process in the refining fire of attacks and misrepresentation. The
56

Ibid., 25.
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O’Hair, Much Water—Little Water—No Water, 32. O’Hair’s view can be profitably compared to James M. Scott’s essay, “Jesus’ Vision for the Restoration of
Israel as the Basis for a Biblical Theology of the New Testament” in Biblical Theology: Retrospect & Prospect, ed S. Hafemann (Downers Grove IL: InterVarsity Press,
2002), pp. 129-143.
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O’Hair, Ibid., 33.
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pressures became context and impetus for refinements in detail in
which O’Hair correlated more biblical texts with his theology.
The label “Bullingerism” was a serious and damaging halftruth (perhaps quarter-truth). O’Hair’s thought did have similarities to Bullinger’s. Its most acidic feature for Fundamentalist
leaders was the extension of O’Hair’s arguments against Pentecostalism to include baptism. Without this ingredient, the Bullingerism label would have had much less force. As it happened, the
label stuck, mostly because he fought it so fiercely, which in turn
caused it’s users to recognize its effectiveness in their own cause.
But it was mostly unfair and untrue; with it they succeeded in seriously damaging him by persisting in its use, since it evoked fear
and reaction, especially when joined with its synonym, “ultra-” or
“hyper-dispensationalist.” To this day, the tactic remains effective
among masses of Christians, instilling in them prejudicial fear of
O’Hair’s ideas and movement.
Beginning about 1940 O’Hair faced a second form of the
Bullingerism controversy which now became “O’Hairism.” The
new form was advanced by D. O. Fuller and W. A. Haggai, and
again by John R. Rice—all Fundamentalist Baptists. For a brief
time, O’Hair seems to have seen the possibilities of the “Acts 28”
view of the church’s origin as an alternative to what he increasingly saw as the hopeless problems of an Acts 2 origin. The Ironside
debate may have nudged him toward “Acts 28” thinking because
this view appeared to follow logically from the categories of the
debate, i.e., the church of this dispensation is not Israel and did
not begin until Israel’s fall. Clearly, O’Hair checked himself
during December of 1935, perhaps by observing some colleagues
who were pushing things too far toward Bullingerism, and almost
certainly by ongoing conversations with Charles Baker. Between
July 1937 and April 1938, O’Hair’s mid-Acts view of the church’s
origin was finalized and on the way to becoming the church-origin theology of the grace movement: The church of this dispensation began with Paul’s independent Gentile mission, and Israel’s
simultaneous fall from divine favor.
The controversies also produced more determination by
O’Hair to expand the details of his dispensational theology by
clarifying and integrating more biblical terms, images and concepts into his type of dispensational thought. The pamphlets and
booklets of this process increasingly muted his earlier tendency (in
1935 especially) to take Acts 28-like views of many biblical details
in order to maintain consistency in the struggle with fellow-Fundamentalists, especially Harry Ironside. The pamphlets of the later 1930s forcefully move away from Acts 28 teaching and toward
his newly formed middle-Acts view of the origin of the church.
In the 1940s, the deepening and integration of his dispensational
theology became the highest priority as a subject classification of
the 1940s pamphlets will show.
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by Pastor Scott Cameron Myers
Northwest Bible Church, Enumclaw, WA

Calling All Men
So often when Mother’s Day comes around, pastors speak on
behalf of all of us, sharing the gratitude we have for our amazing
mothers and grandmothers who went above and beyond the call
of duty in loving and caring for us. But when Father’s Day arrives
we typically hear the pastor challenging men, criticizing fathers for
their lack of diligence in doing what they should do. At least that’s
how I remember Father’s Day, growing up. You fathers and future
fathers reading this, was that your experience this year?
In this article, however, I want to thank and encourage all
men (not just the fathers and grandfathers out there) who keep on
doing what you do each day—especially if what you are doing is
focusing on the goal to which God has called you, which is often
(and in some circles of influence) the thankless task of being godly
men. So gentlemen, you can breathe easy! I want you to know
that I am one pastor who thanks God for each of you, and I hope
that what I intend to share here equips you for the journey ahead.
You are meant to be a tremendous influence for good in shaping
families, local churches, communities, our country, our future!

Handles for the Journey
One of the compelling responsibilities a pastor feels is pointing out to people “handles for God’s Truth” that we can hang
onto during this journey called life. These are principles expressed
in key passages of Scripture that give us good places to grab hold
of God’s Truth. Let me provide us with a few principles or (maybe
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better stated) handles that will assist us as we yield to the Holy
Spirit and His transforming work in our lives. My hope is that, as
we consider these, we will become more thoroughly equipped to
represent our Lord in the various roles and activities that He has
already planned for us.

(1) Becoming a Determined Man
The first principle I want us to grab onto is that of becoming
a “Determined Man.” What I mean by this is “refusing to quit
until we accomplish our God-given goals.” This does not mean
we’ll never change our minds or alter our course (wisdom dictates
that we stay open to new information), but it does mean that we
are not deterred by difficulty or opposition! Paul’s determination
drove him to do exactly what he believed was God’s calling on his
life—and it never mattered to him how hard it was:
Do you not know that in a race all the runners compete,
but only one receives the prize? So run that you may obtain
it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all things. They do
it to receive a perishable wreath, but we an imperishable.
So I do not run aimlessly; I do not box as one beating the
air. But I discipline my body and keep it under control, lest
after preaching to others I myself should be disqualified.
1 Cor 9:24-27, esv
Being a determined man means you stay focused on what is
important, not on what is convenient or easy. Men take the difficult road, boys take the path of least resistance! Let me commend

you for doing the hard thing, even when it isn’t popular and isn’t
applauded! Stay at it! Never give up!

(2) Becoming a Coachable Man
The second principle to grip firmly recognizes that we are
designed to take instruction, which requires us becoming “Coachable Men.” The wisest man who lived put it this way:
Iron sharpens iron, and one man sharpens another.
Prv 27:17, esv
So, who sharpens you? Who have you invited into your life to
provide you with perspective? Who calls you out when what you
are suggesting or doing is foolish? And it can’t be your wife! Trust
me, a godly woman doesn’t want that job!
Becoming coachable simply means you are “willing to take
and respond rightly to a critique.” You have another man who is
willing to “speak the truth” to you (Eph 4:15), to examine you
and provide you with the information that you are missing. Who
is that for you?
The Greek philosopher Socrates said, “The unexamined life is
not worth living.” But what Socrates implied was that the examination cannot be undertaken alone! You need somebody walking
your similar path—to sharpen you, protect you, and provide for
you what you currently lack. That’s the relationship Paul had with
Timothy, as we see in this summary:
You have followed my teaching, my conduct, my aim in life,
my faith, my patience, my love, my steadfastness, my persecutions and sufferings that happened to me at Antioch, at
Iconium, and at Lystra—which persecutions I endured; . . .
But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have
firmly believed, knowing from whom you learned it.
2 Tm 3:10-14, esv
Who are you continuing to learn from? Who is your Paul?
We all need one, you know! Being a life-long learner requires that
you have someone coaching you.

(3) Becoming a Contented Man
A third principle worth grasping is becoming a “Contented
Man.” Now this might seem a contradiction based upon the previous two, becoming determined and coachable so we can press
on and continually improve, but contentment is one of the best
gifts you can give yourself and your family. Drawing again upon
the advice of the Apostle Paul:
Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable,
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things [focus your
mind on those things]. What you have learned and received

and heard and seen in me—practice these things [there’s
Paul coaching us], and the God of peace will be with you.
Phil 4:8-9, esv
Contentment arises from a focused mind, so much so that circumstances become inconsequential. Paul elaborates:
I rejoiced in the Lord greatly that now at length you have
revived your concern for me. You were indeed concerned for
me, but you had no opportunity. Not that I am speaking of
being in need, for I have learned in whatever situation I am to
be content. I know how to be brought low, and I know how
to abound. In any and every circumstance, I have learned the
secret of facing plenty and hunger, abundance and need. I
can do all things through Him who strengthens me.
Phil 4:10-13, esv
What’s the secret?—And the God of peace will be with you
(v. 9). As we fix our minds on the good gifts of God (v. 8), peace
overwhelms you so that, whatever it is we are facing, we can be
content because we rely on the truth that God is with us:
For no temptation [test or trial], [no matter how it comes or
where it leads] has overtaken you and laid hold on you that
is not common to man [that is, no temptation or trial has
come to you that is beyond human resistance and that is not
adjusted and adapted and belonging to human experience,
and such as man can bear]. But God is faithful [to His Word
and to His compassionate nature], and He [can be trusted]
not to let you be tempted and tried beyond your ability and
strength of resistance and power to endure, but with the
temptation He will [always] also provide the way out [the
means of escape to a landing place], that you may be capable
and strong and powerful to bear up under it patiently.
1 Cor 10:13, Amplified Bible
When you read that, is there anything you could possibly face
that should cause you to lose your contentment? Of course not!
So why aren’t we contented? Because we are not thinking correctly (see Phil 4:8).
What does it mean to be content? Simply learning to say,
“Well done” to ourselves, and “That’s enough!” We must learn to
put the brakes on, to be humbly satisfied with the job we’ve done.

(4) Becoming a Devoted Man
Hold fast to this fourth principle of becoming a “Devoted
Man.” This relates to that special gift God gave to us (or will give
at some future point), our life’s partner and all that flows from
that relationship.
Being “devoted” by definition is demonstrating loyalty, to be
set apart, dedicated, or consecrated to somebody or something.
That came from my desktop dictionary but sounds a little like
Ephesians, chapter 5:
Husbands, love your wives [and who is our example?], as
Continued on page 16
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Christ Jesus loved the church and gave himself up for [the
church], that he might sanctify [the church], having cleansed
[the church] by the washing of water with the Word, so that
he might present the church to himself in splendor, without
spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that [the church] might
be holy and without blemish. In the same way husbands
should love their wives as their own bodies. . . . [and a husband] nourishes and cherishes [his wife], just as Christ does
the church.
Eph 5:25-29, ESV
To be a husband is to cultivate, to till the soil of a wife’s
heart, to bring forth and contribute to her beauty and goodness.
It means exploring her interests and concerns, without a personal
agenda, simply because you wish to make her character beautiful.
This kind of devotion involves all three aspects of our personhood: physical, emotional, and spiritual. Devoted men develop
the habits of noticing and attending to their wives so that their
love and affection grows.

(5) Becoming a Family Man
Clench firmly the fifth principle of becoming a “Family
Man.” Any male can produce offspring; that’s a matter of fleeting,
physical passion. But becoming a “Family Man” is dedication and
commitment lived out for a lifetime! It requires spiritual maturity
and a desire for holiness, in ourselves and our children:
Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring
them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord.
Eph 6:4, esv
We have had earthly fathers who disciplined us and we respected them. Shall we not much more be subject to the
Father of spirits and live? For they (our earthly fathers) disciplined us for a short time as it seemed best to them, but He
(our heavenly Father) disciplines us for our good, that we
may share His holiness. For the moment all discipline seems
painful rather than pleasant, but later it yields the peaceful
fruit of righteousness to those who have been trained by it.
Heb 12:9-11, esv
Becoming a family man means embracing the role of “leader.” Leading is one of the most difficult things we can do in life.
You cannot coast, cannot complain or fantasize, if you want to
lead well. A godly man assumes the role of servant-leader. He
knows he must be the “lead example,” he also is the “lead confessor” and the “lead encourager”.
And finally, gentleman, are you feeling like this principle of
all the principles might be beyond your reach? Let me extend a
helping hand. Here are five things to work on becoming better at:
(1) Defer to your wife. You know your wife has a sensitivity
and awareness that you simply do not have. Smart leaders
follow others in their strengths. It is no weakness to lean on
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your wife in parenting. It is simply common sense.
(2) You parent a child, not your children. Every child is very
different. My wife and I are often stunned at how different
our four children are from one another (goodness sake, they
all came from us!). It is easy to forget that they are unique
creations of God, and we must tend each of them differently.
(3) Deal with your father wounds. Some dudes are so wounded by their dads that they unintentionally end up doing the
exact same thing to their children. Others rebel against their
fathers, so they go to the opposite extreme. As men we must
work through our issues so we don’t pass them on to our
children!
(4) Guard your child’s heart. Don’t discipline the action;
discipline the attitude. The problem is not that they won’t
share the toys; the problem is that they are selfish. Our job is
to help them see that reality. We must care more about their
hearts than their deeds.
(5) Be a fun dad! Be the “lead enjoyer” of God’s world. Your
family wants to play together, so play! Think of the world
from your kid’s perspective, and make life interesting for
them.
Now go out there and be the powerful influence for good that
God has designed you to be!

Takeaways for Dads
Here are a couple of “takeaways” that will help you as you pursue
the goal of being a godly man:
•
God wants you to follow His lead! He knows exactly what
it means to be a father. He knows what you need to become His
man! Trust Him to provide you with the tools you need to lead
your family.
•
God will bring others alongside you to sharpen you, if you
will simply open up to the idea! Vulnerability is a scary thing.
But admitting you don’t have it all figured out is far better than
someone finding out you don’t know what you’re doing. Trust me,
they will figure it out! Honesty always produces freedom! Now is
the time for us to bind together and go to battle! We are in spiritual
warfare, and you don’t stand a chance alone!
•
God has provided His Spirit to transform you into the man
you have always dreamed; cooperate with His plan, regardless of
how painful it might be! You have what it takes to be a man of
God, one your wife will willingly follow, one your children will
take pride in, one that He will use to redeem our world! Trust Him
to do it:
Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not lean on your
own understanding. In all your ways acknowledge Him, and
He will make straight your paths. Be not wise in your own
eyes; fear the Lord, and turn away from evil. It will be healing to your flesh and refreshment to your bones.
Prv 3:5-8, esv

GGF, continued from page 2

GMI, continued from page 7

Six funerals in a three-week period breaks his heart. Feeling
helpless to save a marriage or rescue a wayward teen burdens
his shoulders. Attacks by critics—and silence from those who
might defend him—crush the spirit. He loves the flock God
has entrusted to him; anything that disrupts their peace troubles his soul.
We would do well to remember this aspect of the pastor’s humanity and minister to him during times of hurt and
grief. Paul encouraged believers to “join me in my struggle by
praying to God for me” (Rom 15:30). I would encourage us to
go a step beyond; not praying for the pastor, but also coming
alongside to pray with him.
(4) Love him in his weaknesses. As a result of his humanity, it is guaranteed that your pastor will make mistakes.
There will be stressful board meetings when he reacts in the
flesh, displaying a temperament he himself will regret. His
tongue may do him harm and wound you with a thoughtless
comment or hurtful opinion. He will know that damage has
been done, yet will have no power to erase what has happened.
Love your pastor. Show him grace.

to think and dream about the future and the possibility of serving
in yet other parts of Africa.
The idea of recruiting, developing, and working in cross-cultural teams to share the gospel of the grace of God is not novel,
but was normative for first century Christianity. To make this
work in our century, the Body of Christ must view itself as one
organism where each member is ready to uphold and support
every other member of the Body whether that other member is
part of the same culture or not. It is likely that you are going to
meet these partnering missionaries from other countries whether
you visit them on a mission trip or receive them in your church
or in your home as they share their passion for ministry and need
for support. Furthermore, your interaction with them may be
through mail or email. As this fellowship occurs, understand that
this is the Book of Acts happening right now! We are, after all,
living in Bible times like Paul did from mid-Acts onward. Because
of this, God’s grace appears just as bright, is as instructive, brings
as much hope, speaks every bit as much to the sacrifice of the risen Savior and the redemption we have in Him from eternal death,
which our sins would have required, just as it did for cross-cultural hearers of the gospel in the first century.10

Summary
It is quite probable that Paul is considering the human
weaknesses of church leaders when he commands the Church to
“esteem them very highly in love for their work’s sake” (1 Thes
5:13). The Greek word he uses is agape, the same word he uses to
describe God’s love to sinners, which was demonstrated through
Christ’s gift of forgiving grace. It’s a love that responds to our pastor’s human weaknesses with compassion, “forgiving one another
even as God in Christ forgave you” (Eph 4:30).
“Let the elders who rule well be counted worthy of double
honor, especially those who labor in the word and doctrine” (1
Tm 5:17). Paul is speaking of our pastors; not super-saints perched
high on a pedestal, but men called by God and given the tremendous responsibility to “watch out for your souls, as those who
must give account. Let them do so with joy and not with grief, for
that would be unprofitable for you” (Heb 13:17).
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For more information regarding our GMI Partners or Associate
Missionaries, please visit the GMI website, www.gracem.org.

Endnotes:
1

Baker, Charles F., “Understanding the Book of Acts” (Grand Rapids,
MI: Grace Publications, 1981) p 114; cf Acts 18:1-12.
2
Acts 18:18-21
3
Acts 18:24
4
Acts 18:25
5
Acts 18:26
6
Acts 18:27
7
The three pillars of GMI Vision 2023: 1) opening eight new fields, 2) recruiting sixteen U.S. missionary families or individuals, and 3) recruiting
ten GMI Partners or Associate Missionaries. For a description of GMI
Partners and Associate Missionaries, please visit the Vision 2023 page of
our website at http://www.gracem.org/?page_id=77
8
Schweikart, Dougherty, and Allen, “The Patriot’s History Reader,”
(USA:Penguin Group:Sentinel Trade, 2011) p 133.
9
1 Corinthians 12:11
10
Titus 2:11-15

“Usually, the simplest explanation is the right one.
. . . Peter might just be stating the obvious. . . .”

by Ed Jeude

The existing “heavens are not pure in his [God’s] sight”
(Jb 15:15). They are full of debris and radiation from a physical
perspective, as well as sin and evil when you think metaphysically
and spiritually (possibly resulting from Satanic-Angelic rebellion,
and—closer to home—the fall, Adam’s sin). A day is coming,
Peter writes “in which the heavens will pass away with a roar and
the elements will be destroyed with intense heat, and the earth
and its works will be burned up. . . . But according to His promise
we are looking for new heavens and a new earth, in which righteousness dwells” (2 Pt 3:10-13).
The Bible also states or implies in at least eight places (in
varied wording) that Earth abides forever. (Why not check
these references now? Gn 8:22; Gn 13:15; Ps 78:69; Ps 89:37;
Ps 104:5; Ps 119:90; Eccl 1:4; and Rv 20:10.) How can Earth
abide forever and be new?
Let’s address whether there is a discrepancy. Consider Earth
before Noah’s flood and Earth after the flood. It’s the same Earth
except for cleansing by water (and some rearrangement of features). The next prophesied cleansing of Earth is by fire when God
transforms existing Earth into new Earth. The sea will “give up its
dead” before the sea itself disappears. God won’t have dead people
on His cleansed new Earth. This is in consonance with “Then
death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire” (Rv 20:14) as
the subterranean parts of Earth are also cleansed. Earth will abide
forever as present (old) Earth is cleansed by fire and transformed
into the new Earth.
Usually, the simplest explanation is the right one. We could
be dealing with regeneration similar in language to what we read
in 2 Corinthians 5:17 about believers being new creatures and old
things passing away. Closely associated to regeneration would be
renewal, which is the idea expressed in Romans 6:4 using the terminology, newness of life. (And the terminology in the Gk. is usually the same or a very close derivative to that found in 2 Pt 3.) In
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these examples we have the old made new. Peter might just be stating the obvious: God is judging and purifying by fire the heavens
and Earth—since, from John’s vision, this does seem to chronologically follow the Great White Throne judgment (Rv 21:1, 2).
Even in the 2 Peter passage cited above (v. 13), the form of
“new” describing Earth (Gk. kaineen) is often used for renewal.
In the same verse, “new” in conjunction with heavens connotes
freshness (Gk. kainous). And so, the Earth does indeed abide
forever, only new and improved (to use one of our own popular
idioms). Peter is describing a final eternal state for Earth, one that
features restoration, renewal, regeneration, and righteousness.
The Bible also promises “. . . the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down [with respect to the Earth; outer space has no up or
down, only N-S as an absolute direction] out of heaven from God”
(Rv 21:2), but the Bible doesn’t say how far down. Revelation
21:16 describes new Jerusalem as a perfect cube (not a deformed
cube) 1500 miles along each of its twelve edges. It will be visible
as “the nations walk by its light” (Rv 21:23, 24). It maintains an
orientation of compass points N, S, E, and W. The new Jerusalem
has four faces identified with the four compass points, leaving two
faces non-designated. Let’s call them Up and Down (with respect
to Earth) because the Bible refers to foundations, which are usually oriented downward relative to Earth. New Jerusalem also has
a river running its course from Up to Down (Rv 22:1) out of the
throne and filling numerous fountains—all suggesting high to
low, Up to Down, and gravitational influence.
And even here, the “new” with Jerusalem is not necessarily referring to age or time. This easily might correlate to Jesus’
statement of John 14:2, in which case we have an already existing
Jerusalem (prepared in Heaven) that is relocating in proximity
to—but not touching or resting upon—Earth.
Continued on bottom of page 19

Continued from page 18

Let’s try to visualize some possible configurations of new
Earth and new Jerusalem:
(1) New Jerusalem touches new Earth. A sphere and a cube
only touch at a single point without deformation. Postulating
that the cube is not deformed, the four nearest corners of
the cube would be approx 70 miles above Earth’s spherical
surface. If the sphere were locally “flattened,” there would be
some very massive formations and odd geometry at the interface. Of greater importance is the fact that more than half of
new Earth could never see New Jerusalem’s direct light. See
umbra and penumbra under eclipse in a dictionary or encyclopedia. This configuration does not comply with Scripture.
(2) New Earth orbits new Jerusalem. All nations could then
“walk in its light.” The new Jerusalem would meet the “scripturally defined” N-S orientation but not the permanent E-W
direction. This won’t work either.
(3) New Jerusalem orbits new Earth. All nations will then
“walk in its light.” Even as the present moon orbits the

present Earth with the same face always toward Earth, new
Jerusalem would maintain the “scripturally defined” four
compass points orientation. This is the only configuration I
can fathom that meets all scriptural conditions.
Of course, from a mid-Acts dispensational perspective and
literal hermeneutic, none of the above transformations take place
until after: (a) a pre-tribulation rapture of the present-day Body
church (1 Thes 1:10; 4:13-18; Eph 2:21, 22; see side bar in next
column); (b) a seven-year tribulation (Dan 9:27; Jacob’s trouble
of Jer 30:7 begins Rv 6); (c) the first resurrection (of prophecy
at the start of the millennial kingdom (see Rv 19 and 20:4-6);
(d) Satan’s 1000 year incarceration in the Bottomless Pit during
the millennial kingdom (Rv 20:2); (e) Satan’s release from the
Bottomless Pit “for a little season” (Rv 20:7-10); and (f) the
Great White Throne judgment of all the “lost people” of all the
ages (Rv 20:11-15).
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Region 4: Upper Midwest
Mark Matychuk & Les Takkinen

Pastor Les Takkinen, Grace Bible Church,
West Allis, WI: After a brutal winter around
the mid-west, we have emerged to have a slow
and pleasant spring in Wisconsin. The resurrection season has passed, but the presence of
life lingers on in the creation of our awesome
God.
We had a time of appreciation of those that
are volunteers in our church. Usually 20-30%
of the people are involved in some form of
ministry in a local church. We were pleasantly
surprised to find that 78 people have been
involved in serving the Lord in our church.
It was a thrill to discover that over 60% of
the people attending Grace Bible are involved
in some way of serving our Savior. What a
blessing!
Our summer schedule of just having a Celebration service at 10:00 a.m. until August 31
is being enjoyed by some who enjoy sleeping a
little later in the morning. During the summer
months we are focusing upon a community
outreach with “Hunger Task Force” and a
3-hour time for our people to stock boxes for
the needy in our Milwaukee metropolitan area.
We are looking for 25 people to sign up to help
in this project on July 12.
Shortly after that we will have a fellowship
function of over 25 people going for a time of
fellowship and fun at a Milwaukee Brewer’s
game. GO BREWERS! We will have our own
softball and BBQ times as a congregation this
summer. The first one was on June 29.

Also, we have a couple of evangelistic outings
for our congregation to be involved in during
the summer months. Pastor Randy is leading
that endeavor with the prayers of the assembly
to see some come to Christ as Savior! What an
awesome gospel we have to share!

Region 5: Lower Midwest
Ed Jeude

On May 29, a meeting of GGF Region 5
“Grace” activities was held in Effingham, IL,
with 15 participants. Ben Anderson of TCM
had just returned from an intensive 45-day
tour of Southeast Asia and briefed us on many
of God’s activities in that region. The next
meeting is scheduled for 10:45 AM, August 28,
2014 at Ryans in Effingham, IL. If you have a
study that you’d like to share, let Ben Anderson know at TCM (317 783-0300) know so we
can all hear it. Come for the fellowship.

St Louis Theological Seminary conferred
diplomas (dtd May 4, 2014) on 23 graduates,
including students from the Houston, Texas,
Theological Extension. On June 1, 2014, Joel
Finck spoke at the Commencement ceremony
in St Louis where St Louis students and Denver
Extension students received their diplomas.

time for reflection on our Savior’s death and
resurrection. Their Candlelight Communion
Mid-Week Service was a great blessing to all
who attended. Many who arose before the sun
on Resurrection Sunday, were greeted with
light rain, but still a good group showed up for
Sunrise Worship. By the time Morning Worship
hour had concluded, over 200 folks had worshiped the Lord at Grace Bible! Other celebrations, such as Mother’s Day, Memorial Day,
and Father’s Day were also times of wonderful
interaction between God and His people.
In June, a picnic and a fifth Sunday dinner
gave great opportunities for fellowship and
getting to know one another. The Lord is so
good. During the rest of summer, they’ve scheduled three family movie nights at the church,
and the jury is still out on whether those will
become a regular part of their church life. Folks
are busy getting ready for our Super Saturday
one-day VBS and we’ve seen again the amazing
generosity of church members giving to supply
scholarships for our teens to go to camp the first
week of July.
The church is very excited about the work of
the Missions Committee as it finds new ways to
get people involved in Gospel outreach around
the world. They are hard at work planning a
missionary conference for the end of January
2015. All in all, Grace Bible Church is very
encouraged by God’s effectual grace working in
and through us.

Region 7: Northeast
Cal Lowder

Zach Kemper reports from region 7:
Region 6: Southeast
Phil Cereghino

Pastor David Cannon reports about actiivities
at Grace Bible Church, Palm Bay, FL, that as
temperatures have risen and the humidity too,
they’re saying “So long,” to a wonderful Spring
in Palm Bay. Passion Week is such an important

News for Valley Bible Church: As summer
gets underway, they are presenting new Sunday
School classes to the adults. The choice topical
format has brought some renewed interest in
Sunday School. Last summer was the first year
they decided to carry Sunday School through
the summer. Also, finding subs to relieve children’s teachers has provided an opportunity
Continued to of page 21
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for the children’s teachers to enjoy attending
classes in the summer.
News from Preakness Bible Church: Recently
in June, they were able to participate in a community event called, Wayne Day, where over
10,000 members of the community were present. As a church, they were able to have three
booths featuring games and ‘Gospel’ bracelets
to draw people in so that we could tell them
about the good news of Jesus Christ and also
to promote Preakness Bible Church. From a
Yo-Yo exhibition, to a simple game of bean-bag
toss, they were able to interact with kids of all
ages and make meaningful connections with
parents as well. As a church, it was a great time
of fellowship as many from the church family
came out to help and support one another. All
glory to God for the work He is doing here in
Wayne, New Jersey!
They are also happy to have GBC student
Joshua Befus for his six month internship at
the church, and excited to see what God has
planned for him there.

Region 8: Ohio
Currently without a rep.

Calvary Chapel in Massillon, Ohio officially
installed their new pastor, Dr. Rob Renberg,
as their new senior pastor on June 8. GGF
President, Frosty Hansen, brought the congregational charge, and Rob’s dad, Bob Renberg
Sr., brought the pastoral charge. Cathy Hansen
sang the special number, “Find Us Faithful,”
and an all-church dinner was provided after
the service.

Region 9: Western MI
Kathy Molenkamp

Pastor Caleb Befus, Grace Bible Fellowship,
Jenison, MI: This summer GBF was able to
join many West Michigan churches (including
Rush Creek and Frontline Bible) to learn and
support KidsGames. KidsGames is a faithbased movement using experiential games,
sports and creative giftedness to teach children
(entering 1-6 grades) character through biblical
principles, wellness education and prevention,
and develop the next generation of youth leadership. It has been a blessing to work with so
many other local church leaders in preparation
and just recently throughout the week of KidsGames. Together we were able to lead children
through Bible stories, games, sports, crafts
and so much more with the focus of sharing
the gospel with over 400 kids throughout the
week. Many of our church members joined to
lead throughout the morning as well as in the
various “tracks” (workshop hour). It is great
to be a part of and feel a sense of unity within
sister churches in both Regions 9 and 10.

Region 10: Central, MI
John Lowder

Greetings from Region 10 and Grace Community Church in Belmont, MI. By the time

you receive your copy of Truth, we will have
enjoyed our Vacation Bible School. We are
planning an “old time” version of VBS complete with flannel graph. Remember the songs
we use to sing years ago? Those songs are not
heard so much anymore and often new to children of today. On another note, our youth pastor, Doug Hadley and his wife Priscilla, will be
heading south this fall to escape the snow and
take up residence in Florida (so be on the lookout Floridians!). We will miss their work and
fellowship in the gospel of Grace in so many
ways. We also have experienced with sadness
the passing of one of our former members and
dear saints in the Lord, Phyllis Schoonover.
Perhaps you have served or enjoyed fellowship
with her and Wayne through the years. What
joy for her to be in the Lord’s presence this very
moment. Our prayers continue for Wayne and
the family.

Frontline Bible Church, Rush Creek Bible
Church and Grace Bible Fellowship partnered

together in June to bring KidsGames to our
Byron Center community. The partnership
was outstanding, and we had at least five other
churches from the area send leaders to help
out with what truly is a community outreach
event. Out of the 450 children who attended,
48 prayed to receive Christ during the week!
What a thrill! Even though Grace Bible Fellowship is not in Byron Center, they partnered
with us this year with the hope of doing KidsGames in the Jenison area next year.

Vacation Bible School took place the last
week of June, as a joint effort between Calvary Chapel and Grace Bible Church of North
Lawrence. Camp Berean Way is being planned
for August, with speakers Mick Robinson and
Rob Renberg providing the spiritual nourishment for the campers attending the week-long
program. Plans are being made for Calvary’s
50th anniversary celebration this fall, as they
celebrate God’s faithfulness in the past and
look forward with hope for the future.
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